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Ca  C“‘- ased “elf- egulatio  e a “u stitute fo  Legal ‘egula-
tio ? Co lusio s f o  Pu li  Goods E pe i e ts 
Rainer Maurer1 

1 Introduction 

The idea that private companies should engage in self-regulation in such areas as envi-

ronmental protection or social standards gains growing support. Governments and gov-

ernment-appointed bodies have developed codes of conduct such as the UN Global 

Co pa t  (UN Global Compact (2015)) o  the Ge a  “ustai a ilit  Code  (Deutscher 

Nachhaltigkeitskodex (2015)), which demand private firms to engage actively in envi-

ronmental and social policy targets beyond legal requirements. Company associations 

like the International Chamber of Commerce  support these codes of conduct publicly. 

 This paper examines whether self-regulation can be a substitute for legal regulation 

in the field of environmental protection or social standards. A special focus is set on 

results from behavioral experiments. To clear the terminology, the following distinctions 

are useful: 

 (1) It is often possible for a private company to improve, e.g., its resource efficiency, 

such that company profits grow. At the same time, such measures can be presented 

to the public as voluntary environment-friendly self-regulation. 

 (2) Under a market structure of monopolistic product differentiation, a private com-

pany can often commit itself to environmental protection standards or social mini-

mum standards such that a special customer group is willing to pay an additional 

mark-up over costs and the company profits grow. 

 (3) In the case of negative external effects caused by the production of a private 

company, social welfare improving measures, e.g., a reduction of greenhouse gas 

emissions, are possible at the expense of company profits. 

Cases (1) and (2) will not be called voluntary self- egulatio  in the following. They are 

examples of normal profit-maximizing behavior of private companies. Since Adam 

Smith s famous statement about the functioning of the i isi le ha d 2, it is a basic 

insight of welfare economics that markets can provide an institutional framework that 

                                                      
1 JEL-Classification: H4, K2, L2, L21, L51, C92. 

 Acknowledgement: I gratefully acknowledge valuable and stimulating comments on an earlier draft 

by two anonymous reviewers. 

2 „It is not from the benevolence of the butcher, the brewer, or the baker that we expect our dinner, 

but from their regard to their own self-interest. We address ourselves not to their humanity but to 

their self-love, and never talk to them of our own necessities, but of their ad a tages  (Smith 1776: 

Bk.1, Ch. 2, [2])). 
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aligns private self-interest with the public interest. Therefore, many profit-maximizing 

activities of a company are also in the public interest. According to McWilliams et al. 

(2006), such activities may be called st ategi  C“‘ . In the following, self- egulatio  

is used to designate company activities as described by case (3), i.e. measures, which 

increase the public welfare but reduce the profit of a single firm. They are classified as 

eal C“‘  by McWilliams/Siegel et al. 2006. 

2  Is Self-regulation under Market Conditions Possible? 

A couple of arguments can be stated against the possibility of effective self-regulation 

under market conditions: 

 (1) Under the behavioral assumptions of the neoclassical theory, all economic agents 

are rationally behaving maximizers of their individual utility. From the latter part of 

the assumption ( maximization of individual utility ), it follows that the owner of 

private companies will not engage in voluntary self-regulation, if it reduces the profit 

of their company. From the first part of the assumption ( rationality ), it follows that 

in game theoretic contexts, where players make decisions independently, they will 

always play strategies, which will lead to a Nash equilibrium. In this type of equilib-

rium, no player can benefit by changing the strategy, when all other players keep 

their strategies unchanged. 

 This has important consequences for the market behavior of private companies: In 

competitive markets with more than one supplying company, companies will not 

tacitly cooperate and reduce supply quantities to form a cartel and share the maxi-

mum possible monopoly profit. Even though such behavior would ensure the maxi-

mum average profit for all companies, every single company could increase its indi-

vidual profit in such a situation by being uncooperative and increasing its supply 

quantities. Therefore, the formation of a collusive cartel would not be a stable equi-

librium. Since all companies are aware of this scenario, they will choose a strategy 

based on a reaction function, which maximizes their profit for arbitrary supplies of 

the other companies. The intersection point of the reaction functions of all compa-

nies represents the stable Nash equilibrium. In this Nash equilibrium, the individual 

profits are smaller than the shared monopoly profit and converge to the profit level 

under perfect competition as the number of players grows.3 This formal result is the 

theoretical backbone of standard competition policies, which try to maintain a high 

number of competitors in a market. 

 Intuitively spoken, a a ket ith o e tha  o e o pa  ep ese ts a p iso e s 
dile a  f o  the pe spe ti e of si gle o pa ies. Cooperation could help to in-

crease individual profits, but is not chosen as a strategy, because every company 

                                                      
3 For a textbook exposition see (Tirole 1988: Chapter 5). 
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knows that other companies would then have a strong incentive to defect. Conse-

quently, under the behavioral assumptions of neoclassical theory, private companies 

will not cooperate on markets, even if cooperative behavior can help to increase 

their profits.4 They will therefore also not cooperate on markets, if cooperative be-

havior in form of voluntary self-regulation can help to increase the public welfare. 

Even if the costs of cooperation, necessary to increase public welfare, can be com-

pletely shifted to the customers such that they do not decrease individual company 

profits, every company will still have an incentive to defect. This is the case, because 

defection saves the costs of the self-regulation measures and increases thereby prof-

its of the defector. In other words, under the assumptions of the neoclassical theory, 

cooperation to establish self-regulation between firms on competitive markets suf-

fers from the same incentive problems as cooperation between firms to establish a 

cartel. As a result, it would be inconsistent with any governmental competition pol-

icy, which relies on neoclassical market theory, to assume that voluntary self-regu-

lation is possible under such circumstances. 

 However, the behavioral assumptions of the neoclassical theory have come under 

criticism. Behavioral experiments show that real humans are more cooperative than 

postulated by the neoclassical theory. Do these results speak in favor of the possibil-

ity of voluntary self-regulation? Section 3 will discuss this question in detail. How-

ever, even if this question can be affirmed, a couple of other arguments against the 

possibility of self-regulation under market conditions will remain, as the following 

survey shows. 

 (2) A further problem of self-regulation, targeted to reduce external effects, is 

caused by the informational requirements. The social costs of external effects are 

typically no publicly available information. They are not given by market data. There-

fore, the damage caused by negative externalities, e.g. the emission of greenhouse 

gasses, has to be estimated. These kinds of estimations lead to a multitude of evalu-

ation problems.5 In the last instance, these have to be solved based on societal com-

promises. In constitutional democracies these kinds of tasks are assigned to parlia-

ments. It is not very likely for private companies to properly predict the results of 

such complex decision processes. 

 (3) However, even if problem (2) was solved and a private company had all the infor-

mation necessary and was willing to accept the lower profits from an engagement in 

                                                      
4 Laboratorial tests of Cournot oligopoly theory (quantity setting behavior) find a tendency towards the 

Nash equilibrium for repeated games, if conditions are sufficiently symmetrical for all players (e.g. 

Cox/Walker 1998; Huck/Normann et al. 1999 and Davis 2011). For the case of Bertrand oligopoly the-

ory (price setting behavior) laboratorial tests typically find price cycles, where prices are first set in a 

collusive way, then move towards the Nash equilibrium and finally return to collusion again (e.g. Brut-

tel 2009 and Leufkens/Peeters 2011). The standard explanation for these differences is that quantities 

are strategic substitutes while prices are strategic complements, what eases collusion in the case of 

price setting behavior. 

5 For a survey see Buchholz/Heindl 2015. 
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voluntary self-regulation without cooperation by other companies, it would be ques-

tionable whether such a policy was sustainable under market conditions: Postulating 

neoclassical financial market theory, a stock company practicing this kind of self-reg-

ulation would experience a reduction in its stock price below the stock price under 

perfect profit maximization. On a continuing base, this would provoke a hostile take-

over, which would lead to an exchange of the self-regulation a age e t  by a 

profit maximizing management. Of course, it is possible to question the degree of 

empirical corroboration of neoclassical financial market theory in general. There is 

however, strong empirical evidence that there are such take-over mechanisms in re-

ality.6 

 (4) A further problem appears regardless of the way a company is financed: If a com-

pany's management is no longer committed to the profit interests of its owners, but 

must also pursue alternative targets ("multi-stakeholder approach"), it can evade 

any control. Theoretically, it is certainly possible to maximize an objective function 

that contains not only a profit target but also environmental or social policy targets 

if the corresponding weights for these targets are well-defined. In practice, however, 

it is not clear, who would be able to ensure the adherence to such a target function 

by the management. The standard principal-agent problem between owners and the 

management is exacerbated: With reference to its environmental and social obliga-

tions, the management can escape the control of the owners and with reference to 

its profit target it can escape the control of the stakeholders . Thus, the manage-

ment becomes a servant of "multiple masters", who can be played off against each 

other. In practice, the objective function is then no longer well-defined and a leeway 

for corporate corruption results (Jensen 2001). Empirical experience confirms the 

importance of this problem7. 

To sum up, a couple of arguments cast doubt on the possibility of self-regulation under 

market conditions. But all these arguments are ultimately based on empirical value judg-

ments concerning the degree of empirical corroboration of theories. The next section 

will focus on empirical tests of the behavioral assumptions of the neoclassical theory.8 

                                                      
6 While in the 80s and 90s, corporate raider like Carl Icahn or the equity funds of investment banks like 

Drexel Burnham Lambert dominated the scene, by the end of the 90's so called "activist investor 

funds" came up. Typically these funds do not take over inefficient enterprises, but set the manage-

ment under pressure, very often with passive support of "Index Funds" (The Economist 2014). In the 

year 2014, e.g. three well-known American companies (HP Inc., eBay Inc. and Symantec) were forced 

by "activist investor funds" to sell large parts of their business. 

7 Cf. Karmann 2016; Engels/Behringer 2015; Hetzer 2008. 

8 Levitt/List 2007 doubt, whether laboratory experimental results can be applied to real world contexts. 

As they point out, in reality usually much more factors influence human behavior as in laboratory 

experiments. This can hardly be denied, because controlled laboratory experiments deliberately re-

strict the number of influencing factors. Therefore, any application of experimental results to real 

world contexts must consider this. However, contrary to Levitt and List (2007: 153–154), this problem 

emerges also if the results of laboratory experiments of natural sciences (e.g. physics or biology) have 

to be applied to real world contexts (e.g. weather or ecosystems). The consideration of the differences 
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3  Results of Behavioral Experiments 

3.1  Self-regulation as a Public Goods Game 

The behavioral assumptions of the neoclassical theory have come under criticism. Ex-

periments show that real humans do often not behave as implied by the homo economi-

cus hypothesis (HEH . Fo  i sta e, e pe i e ts ased o  the ulti atu  ga e  sho  
that humans across different cultures are significantly more cooperative as the HEH im-

plies (Henrich/Boyd et al. 2005). Given this higher ability to cooperate it seems possible 

that private companies might successfully cooperate in self-regulation. As already men-

tioned, the voluntary organization of self-regulation by private companies under market 

conditions has the structure of a P iso e s dile a , hi h is t pi all  alled Pu li  
Goods Ga e  PGG  i  the o te t of eha io al e pe i e ts with more than two play-

ers. If all companies cooperate to achieve a specific self-regulation target, they may 

reach this target without any reduction in their monetary profits, e.g. when they succeed 

to levy the costs of self-regulation from their customers. If the realization of the self-

regulation target provides the owners an additional non- o eta  e efit feeli g 
good, because a specific social or environmental standard is reached , it is possible that 

their total profit (monetary plus non-monetary profit) is then higher than in the case 

without self-regulation. The consequences of the alternative assumption will be dis-

cussed in section 3.2. However, if all companies cooperate, it is likely that each single 

company has an incentive to act as a free-rider, save the costs of cooperation and in-

crease total profits above the profit level with cooperation.9 If every company yields to 

this temptation, then cooperation will not take place and the self-regulation target can-

not be reached. The outcome will, thus, be a non-cooperative Nash equilibrium. The 

question is, what kind of behavior results, if real humans make the decisions? 

 The PGG is one of the most frequently tested behavioral games. The results are un-

ambiguous: When the game is played as a one-shot game, human behavior is more co-

operative than predicted by Nash equilibrium. However, when the game is repeated 

more often, cooperation erodes as the number of repetitions grows (Figure 1), such that 

the contributions of single players for the public good converge towards zero (Ledyard 

(1995)).10 In order to stabilize cooperative behavior in a PGG, an institutional framework 

is necessary that allows for the punishment of free-riders.11 As the following survey 

shows, the performance of various possible frameworks can be quite different. 

                                                      
between experimental conditions and real world conditions is typically the domain of applied sciences 

(e.g. meteorology, agronomy or engineering). 

9 If the costs of cooperation are sufficiently high compared to the non-monetary profit from coopera-

tion. 

10 If costs and benefits in a PGG are unsymmetrically distributed, the willingness to cooperate is reduced 

further (McGinty/Milam 2013). 

11 From an evolutionary point of view, this result might at first side be astonishing: Cooperation in a PGG 

results in a higher return for all players in the long-run. A population of species with a higher return 

should therefore possess a higher reproductive fitness and, therefore, a higher selective advantage. 
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3.1.1 Individual Sanctioning of Free-riders 

One possible form of sanctioning free-riders is discretionary punishment by other play-

ers (peer punishment). To make this possible, every one-shot game is followed by an 

opportunity to punish. Every player is informed about the behavior of the other players 

in the one-shot game before. Then every player can punish any other player by paying a 

certain amount of money, which is multiplied by a leverage factor and subtracted from 

the return of the other player in the preceding one-shot game. Figure 1 reports the co-

operative behavior in a PGG experiment with peer punishment and without punishment 

by Fehr/Gächter 2002. This study, as well as other studies (Henrich/McElreath et al. 

2006; Gürek/Irlenbusch et al 2006 and Rockenbach/Milinski 2006), clearly show that 

subjects are typically willing to punish free-riders on a peer-to-peer base in a repeated 

PGG, even if this reduces their own returns. Since punishment helps to stabilize cooper-

ative behavior in a PGG, punishment itself provides a nd order public good . Individu-

als, who cooperate in the PGG but refrain from punishing defectors in a PGG are there-

fore nd order free-riders . 

 It is, however, not clear whether subjects, who practice peer punishment, actually 

want to punish u fai  behavior and thereby provide a 2nd order public good that sta-

bilizes cooperative behavior. Dawes/Fowler et al. (2007) presented an experiment, 

where the PGG was replaced by a lottery. The subjects received randomly assigned 

sums, which created a similar pattern of inequality as the returns of the PGG in 

Feh/Gächter 2002. In the second stage, the subjects had the same possibility to impose 

costly peer punishment as in Fehr/Gächter 2002. Even though they were fully aware that 

players with a high return from the lottery had done nothing wrong in a moral sense, 

they severely punished the top winners of the lottery. The result was statistically indis-

tinguishable from the reduction of returns of defectors in Fehr/Gächter 2002. This indi-

cates that peer punishment may not be caused by negative emotions against non-coop-

erative behavior or a willingness to stabilize cooperative behavior, but simply by envy. 

A study by Kiyonari/Barclay 2008, also indicates that subjects did not approve of pun-

ishers more than they did non-punishers, even when non-punishers were clearly unwill-

ing to use sanctions to support cooperation. 12 

  

                                                      
However such a population of cooperative players could easily be invaded and exploited by individual 

players who are not cooperative (defectors). It is, therefore, not clear, as to which strategy maximizes 

evolutionary fitness in a PGG (Nowak 2006: 48–59). 

12 In this study, the subjects passed in a 1st stage a PGG. Then in a 2nd stage, they had the possibility to 

sanction and/or reward the other subjects. In a 3rd stage, they had again the possibility to sanction 

and/or reward the other subjects. 
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Figure 1: Cooperation in a Public Goods Game with and without punishment 

 

Source:  Fehr/Gächter (2002): 137–140. 

Another problem with peer punishment is the observation in an experiment of 

Dreber/Rand et al. 2008 that people who gain the highest total payoff tend not to use 

costly punishment.  Winners systematically do not punish defectors. Nevertheless, as 

Dreber/Rand et al. 2008 showed, the punishment behavior of other players is sufficient 

to increase cooperation in a repeated PGG – but not the average payoff of all players. 

An experiment of Gächter/Renner et al. 2008 shows that peer punishment can, how-

ever, pay in the long-run, when the players are members of relatively small and stable 

groups (Figure 2). 

 A further p o le  that ight e e ge ith pee  pu ish e t is a tiso ial pu ish-
e t , hi h is defi ed as a pu ish e t of pla e s that o t i uted o e i  a PGG tha  

the punisher. Herrmann/Thöni et al. 2008 fou d idesp ead e iste e of a tiso ial 
pu ish e t  ut huge cross-so ietal a iatio  i  a  e pe i e t a oss  ou t ies 

ith diffe e t so iopoliti al s ste s: I  so e pa ti ipa t pools, a tiso ial pu ish e t 
was strong enough to remove the cooperation-e ha i g effe t of pu ish e t . I te -
estingly, the degree of antisocial punishment was negatively correlated with indicators 

fo  i i  oope atio  a d the ule of la  of these ou t ies. 
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Figure 2: Average Net Earnings in Public Good Games with and without Punishment 

 

Source: Gächter/Renner et al. (2008): 1510. 

In other PGG experiments, systematic retaliatory peer punishment has been observed. 

In standard PGG experiments, every one-shoot PGG is followed by one punishment 

round only. However, in many real-world cooperation problems, there are often oppor-

tunities to repunish punishers. In a study by Nikiforakis 2008, every PGG was therefore 

followed by two punishment rounds to allow for retaliatory punishment. The results 

showed that the the threat of revenge weakens cooperators' willingness to punish free-

riders and leads to a breakdown of oope atio .  However, by allowing for five instead 

of only one round of repunishment, Fehl/Sommerfeld et al. 2012 found that the possi-

bility fo  further escalations in terms of vendettas can maintain oope atio .13 

 All these results show the sensitivity of cooperation based on peer punishment from 

situational circumstances. This leads to the question, whether there are more robust 

mechanisms to sustain cooperation in a PGG than peer punishment. 

 An obvious alternative to punishment is a reward. If the players in a multi-period 

PGG have the possibility to reward other players after every PGG round, this can also 

help to stabilize cooperation as shown by Sefton/Shupp et al. 2007. However, in the 

reward treatment, contributions subsequently decrease to a level below that observed 

in the absence of opportunities to reward. Thus, the opportunity to reward by itself is 

i suffi ie t to sustai  contributions. In contrast, we find that sanctioning sustains public 

goods provision at a level above that observed in the absence of sanctioning opportuni-

ties, and so sanctioning appears to be a more effective mechanism for sustaining contri-

butions.  O e disad a tage of e a ds o pa ed to pu ish e t is that e a ds have 

to be paid for every case of cooperative behavior, while punishment has to be applied 

                                                      
13 This result is supported by experiments of Denant-Boemont/Masclet et al. 2007 and Nikiforakis/

Engelmann 2011. 
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only in the case of non-cooperative behavior. Consequently, in the case of success, the 

costs of punishment fall while the costs of rewards grow. Sefton/Shupp et al. 2007 found 

that a combination of punishment and reward possibilities can be a complementary in-

stitutio al i : Our treatment allowing both sanctions and rewards suggests a syner-

gistic relationship between the two. While initially subjects use rewards more frequently 

than sanctions, over time the use of rewards declines at a faster rate than the use of 

sanctions, so that in later rounds, rewards are used less frequently than sanctions.  This 

result is also supported by other studies (Milinski/Rockenbach 2006; Sutter/Haigner et 

al. 2010). Taken together, these findings do not indicate that rewards itself can be a 

more robust institutional framework as punishment. 

 A fu the  alte ati e to pu ish e t is eputatio  uildi g , also alled i di e t e -
ip o it . I di e t e ip o it  can appear in many real-world contexts. It is, therefore, 

interesting to study the applicability of indirect reciprocity as a means to stabilize coop-

eration. To do so, a design is typically used where PGG rounds are combined with a so 

called indirect reciprocity game  (IRG), where every player acts as a receiver and a 

sender. The sender is informed about the behavior of the receiver in the PGGs and IRGs 

beforehand and decides how much of an amount of money given to her, is sent to the 

receiver. The amount of money sent is typically tripled. If the sender sends nothing, she 

keeps the amount given to her and the receiver receives nothing. 

 As the experiment of Krambeck/Milinski et al. 2002 showed, such an alternation of 

PGGs and IRGs can, stabilize cooperation in the PGGs. As soon as subjects do not expect 

that a PGG is followed by an IRG, cooperation erodes. This indicates causality from IRG 

rounds to cooperation in PGG rounds. Interestingly, in an experimental design by Mil-

inski/Rockenbach 2006, where each player can choose between joining a group in 

which the public goods game is followed by both costly punishing (…) and an indirect 

reciprocity (…) game, and a group in which the public goods game is followed solely by 

a  i di e t e ip o it  ga e,  su je ts e e  p efe  a o i atio  of eputatio  uild-
i g ith ostl  pu ish e t.  This i te a tio  et ee  pu ish e t a d eputatio  

uildi g oosts oope ati e effi ie  i  the e pe i e t. The authors conclude that 

ostl  pu ish e t does ot e o e e ti t i  e i o e ts i  hi h effe ti e eputa-
tio  uildi g p o ides a heape  a d po e ful a  to sustai  oope atio .  People p e-
fer institutional setups, where both mechanisms can be combined. They prefer not to 

rely on reputation building alone. 

3.1.2 Institutions to Sanction of Free-riders 

The problems of individual sanctioning of free-riders like 2nd order free riding, antisocial 

punishment, and retaliatory punishment arise from the fact that single players sanction 

other players on the basis of discretionary decisions. It is, therefore, interesting to ana-
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lyze how subjects decide, who have the possibility to choose between individual sanc-

tio i g pee  pu ish e t  a d sa tio i g  a pu li l  fi a ed ule-based institu-

tio  pool pu ish e t . 
 The experiment of Milinski/Traulsen et al. 2012 offered players the possibility to 

choose between both forms of punishment. To do so, the subjects first played a couple 

of rounds, where they have the opportunity to gain experience with both forms of pun-

ishment. Then they played 25 rounds with the possibility to choose between pool and 

peer punishment. To analyze the influence of 2nd order punishment, i.e., the possibility 

to punish 2nd order free-riders, on this decision, the first 10 rounds are played without 

2nd order punishment, and then the possibility of 2nd order punishment is introduced. 

 The results showed that pool punishment is clearly preferred to peer punishment, if 

the possibility of 2nd order punishment exists. If players who cooperate in the PGG but 

do not punish defectors in the PGG can be punished for this kind of 2nd order free riding, 

they prefer to opt to pa  fo  a poli e-like  i stitutio , hi h e e utes pool pu ish-
e t . This institution punishes all defectors in the PGG with a fine, which is the higher, 

the more players have chosen pool punishment and support the institution ith a ta -

like  pa e t. It is interesting to note that this transition to pool punishment happens, 

although it reduces the efficiency of the results: Since peer punishment typically disci-

plines 1st order free-riders after a couple of rounds only, the average amount of money 

that has to be spent for peer punishment falls quite fast. The tax for pool punishment 

however, has to be paid in every round, irrespective of whether a punishment is neces-

sary or not. Therefore, rule-based peer punishment is more expensive for every player 

as discretionary peer punishment. The fact that pool punishment is nevertheless pre-

ferred by most players, indicates the existence of a risk premium that players are willing 

to pay for the safety provided by a rule-based institution. In the words of the authors of 

this stud : ou  pla e s ha e de o ati all  uilt up a pool pu ish e t o ga izatio  
within their group and have forgone the opportunity to decide individually who is to be 

punished, as predicted. Pool punishment seemed to be a safe haven, but it came at a 

sig ifi a t loss of effi ie . Follo i g Ho es, the goal of the esta lish e t of a e t al 
authority is not to achieve the best for all, but to prevent the worst for all in a stable 

so iet .  

 These results of Milinski/Traulsen et al. 2012 are supported by a supplementary ex-

periment of Hilbe/Milinski et al. 2014. In this experiment, the subjects first gain experi-

e e ith t o t pes of pu ish e t i stitutio s  o e   ou ds: O e i stitutio , hi h 
punishes only 1st order free-riders (those that do not contribute in the PGG) and another 

institution, which punishes 1st and 2nd order free-riders (those that do not contribute to 

fi a e the pu ish e t i stitutio , i.e. ta  e ade s . If o pla e  suppo ts a pu ish-
ment institution, the following PGG is played as a game without punishment for free-

riders. If at least one player paid taxes, the corresponding institution was established, 

and the free-riders of 1st and 2nd o de  e e pu ished ith  €. The average tax for each 
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tax payer was the lower the higher the number of players, n, who support the punish-

ment institution (0,05+0,45/n € fo  a  i stitutio  ith st order punishment and 

0,05+0,5/n for an institution with 1st and 2nd order punishment). After these introduc-

tory rounds, the actual experiment starts. The players are assigned either to a foot-

oti g  o  a ajo it - ule  regime for the following 15 rounds. Under the foot-voting 

regime, they can decide between a punishment institution with 1st order or with 1st and 

2nd order punishment in every round. Under the majority-rule system, they have to de-

cide right in the beginning for the remaining 15 rounds, whether they want to establish 

a tax-financed punishment institution with 1st order punishment only or with 1st and 2nd 

order punishment. 

 The results show that all players who chose the majority-rule system vote for a pun-

ishment institution with 1st and 2nd order punishment. Those players who choose the 

foot-voting regime first favored an institution with 1st order punishment. Since this leads 

to 2nd order free riding, which increases the tax rate for players that support the institu-

tion with 1st order punishment, the majority of all players migrates to the institution 

with 1st and 2nd order punishment towards the end of the game. Since under the major-

ity-rule system, an institution with 2nd order punishment is established, the average re-

turn of a player is significantly higher compared to the foot-voting system. The authors 

o lude a pool pu ish e t egi e ith 2nd punishment can emerge if individuals have 

the freedom to bind each other with a majority vote, but not if they can individually 

reconsider their decision after each round. In our experiments, democracy prompts in-

dividuals to commit themselves and to make institutional choices that enhance the wel-

fa e of all.  

3.2  Self-regulation when the Return of Cooperation is smaller than the Return of 

Non-cooperation 

As the experimental evidence shows, the stabilization of cooperative behavior is difficult 

even under the conditions of a PGG, where the cooperation of all players would not 

reduce profits. As a result, the players prefer pool punishment to peer punishment, i.e. 

they prefer a tax-financed executive authority, which practices rule-based punishment 

of non-cooperative behavior, to a self-regulatory approach, based on the decentralized 

punishment of non-cooperative behavior. This leads to the question how players decide, 

when full cooperation of all players leads to a lower total return for all players than non-

cooperation? Such a scenario is not represented by the payment structure of a PGG. It 

is, however, likely that this type of payment structure often emerges in contexts, where 

private companies engage in self-regulation to meet certain environmental or social 

standards. For example, under the currently available production technologies, it is likely 

that a conversion to greenhouse gas neutral production yields more costs to a private 

company than additional sales. This is typically the case in markets, where standardized 
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products are sold under strong price competition since product differentiation cannot 

attract sufficient customers willing to pay mark-ups over costs. 

 Under such conditions, the incentive to cooperate and engage in effective self-regu-

lation is even smaller for a private company than under the conditions of a PGG. Coop-

eration under the more favorable payment structure of a PGG is already very difficult 

and requires an institutional design that allows the sanctioning of free-riders, as section 

3.2. has shown. Therefore, it is likely that such an institutional design is even more nec-

essary when the full cooperation of all players leads to a lower total return than non-

cooperation. There is no reason to assume that cooperation will be easier, if the return 

of cooperation is smaller. 

4  Conclusions 

Given the experimental results, it is not plausible that effective self-regulation in such 

areas as environmental protection or social standards is actually feasible. The experi-

mental evidence is a good deal more in favor with the traditional approach, that envi-

ronmental or social standards should be implemented by general laws. 

 This result does not really come as a surprise. If companies could easily cooperate 

on markets to implement self-regulation targets, companies could also easily cooperate 

under such conditions to implement collusive cartels to increase their profits. Thus, the 

market mechanism would generally fail to spur competition. Although empirical experi-

ence shows that collusive cartels can emerge on markets with a small number of com-

petitors, collusive cartels are typically not observed if the number of competitors is suf-

ficiently large.14 Consequently, competition policies trying to keep the number of com-

petitors large, reduce the scope for self-regulation and vice versa. 

 One way to make self-regulation by private companies possible under market condi-

tions is to allow for legally binding agreements between competing companies for self-

regulation purposes – a kind of legalized self- egulatio  a tel . Such an approach, how-

ever, gives rise to further problems: Firstly, as already mentioned in section 2, the social 

costs of external effects are typically unknown to private companies. In constitutional 

democracies these are determined by the parliaments on the basis of a societal com-

promise. Secondly, a legal exception to allow fo  a self- egulatio  a tel  would make 

a public control of potential abusive practices15 necessary. It is, therefore, dubitable, 

whether the legalizatio  of self- egulatio  a tels  a  p o ide a  ad a tage o pa ed 
to the traditional approach, where societally desired standards are implemented by gen-

eral laws. 

 Another way to establish a kind of hybrid  self-regulation under market conditions 

is governance i  the shado  of hie a h  (Windhoff-Héritier/Rhodes 2011). Following 

                                                      
14 For experimental evidence see: Dufwenberg/Gneezy 2000. 

15 For example: hidden quantity or price agreements and hidden blockades of market entry via special 

self-regulation designs. 
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Héritier/Lehmkuhl 2011: 50, this concept is based on two basic features: (1) public pol-

icy-making involving the inclusion of private actors, and/or (2) public policy-making out-

side the traditional democratic- ep ese tati e go e e tal a e as a d the de o-
ati  i uit .  According to Héritier/Lehmkuhl 2011: 55 self-regulation is costly to de-

vise and to implement. As a consequence, industry is only likely to engage in collective 

a tio  if o f o ted ith a edi le legislati e th eat o  the shado  of hie a h . I  
other words, governments have to exert some pressure before industry takes the nec-

essary self- egulato  steps. 16 Such a type of hybrid self-regulation has the advantage 

over pure self-regulation that governments can try to influence the extent and target of 

regulation in the direction of societal preferences. A disadvantage is, however, that it 

does not eliminate the basic dilemma structure of a PGG, which is faced by the compa-

nies: If a suffi ie t u e  of o pa ies oope ates to a oid the legislati e th eat  
from the government, all companies will enjoy an advantage over a stricter legally bind-

ing regulation. However, at the same time, every single company can take advantage of 

non-cooperative behavior. As a consequence, the government would have to monitor 

the behavior of single companies and exert credible threat on single companies – in a 

similar way this is done under legally binding regulation.17 This raises the question, 

whether hybrid self-regulation can really be of net advantage to a government com-

pared to legally binding regulation. 

 From the special perspective of an institution like the European Commission, this 

seems to be possible, because these soft modes of governing allow for some action 

without implying a formal competence loss for [the EU] member governments. From the 

viewpoint of the Commission, which is more eager to communitarize, new modes pre-

sent a default option or second-best solution. The latter would have preferred the Com-

u it  Method ut a ti ipates the oppositio  of e e  states to the Co issio s 
attempt to propose legislation in matters previously solely of domestic competence. 

(Héritier/Lehmkuhl 2011: 56), square brackets added by me  Of course, this advantage 

                                                      
16 Campbell 2007 provides a set of 8 propositions, which he holds to be necessary to increase the likeli-

hood that corporations will act in socially responsible ways. P opositio  4 states that o po atio s 
will be more likely to act in socially responsi le a s  if it is ased o  a perceived threat of state 

intervention . 
17 An empirical example for a case, where such a regulatory monitoring of single firms helped to estab-

lish internationally accepted regulatory standards are the safety standards in the aviation industry 

(Mills 2016). At the beginning of the year 2001, the International Air Transport Association (IATA) has 

founded the IOSA project to organize the standardization of international safety standards. The need 

for such a standardization was caused by two reasons: Firstly, the sharing of air rights with other 

carriers (code-share agreements) required a certification of safety standards to manage the reputa-

tion risk of cooperation. Secondly, national regulators, like the US Federal Aviation Administration or 

the European Aviation Safety Administration, required mandatory audits based on inconsistent stand-

ards. As a result the IATA estimated that overlapping and redundant audits cost airlines over $3 bil-

lion during the 1990s  (Mills 2016: 5)). The IOSA project of the IATA successfully established in coop-

eration with its members and national regulators internationally accepted safety standards for audits 

(Mills 2016). Since these audits were legally required and controlled by national regulators, a moni-

toring problem as typical for the voluntary provision of public goods did not emerge. 
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of hybrid self-regulation from the special perspective of the European Commission is 

questionable from the perspective of democratic legitimacy. As stated by Héri-

tier/Lehmkuhl 2011: 68 the new modes as defined above are detached from the prin-

cipal arena of democratically legitimate policy-making under representative govern-

ment. The  ope ate outside the lassi  de o ati  i uit .  In a similar vein Bellamy/

Castiglione et al. 2011 concluded […] such forms of involvement fall short of a number 

of normative requirements normally associated with democratic legitimacy. On the one 

hand, they do not meet the more stringent standards of democratic representativeness; 

while, on the other, they fail to provide citizens with enough assurance for general com-

pliance, or that the externalities of decision-making will be fully considered without pe-

nalizing the interests of those not directly involved in the decision- aki g p o ess.  Con-

sequently, while it is simple to find a descriptive explanation for the preference of hybrid 

self-regulation by institutions like the European Commission, it seems to be more diffi-

cult to find easy answers to the normative questions raised by this approach. 

 This leads back to the question posed in the introduction of this article, why the idea 

of pure self-regulation of private companies is so intensively propagated by national 

governments and company associations? One simple answer to this question could also 

be the self-interest of these institutions. For a government, it is typically much easier to 

publicly demand a nonbinding CSR-engagement of private companies than to accept the 

full responsibility for the unwanted side-effects of binding laws that make environmen-

tal or social standards obligatory for all companies. Such side-effects can be higher costs 

for goods and services and lower real income growth for the electorate. For company 

associations like the International Chamber of Commerce, propagation of hard-to-con-

trol self-regulation might be a simple instrument to avoid effective and legally binding 

regulation. In a well-fou ded do u e tatio  the NGO G ee pea e  o es to the o -
lusio  The I te atio al Cha e  of Co e e is the self-appointed voice of global 

business, which has embraced UN sustainable development processes since 1992. The 

problem is that its lo e fo  the UN is o ditio ed o  that od s a uies e e to pu el  
voluntary agreements when it comes to sustai a ilit  G ee pea e ). A systematic 

e pi i al a al sis of the ise of a ket li e alis  a oss the OECD f o  the ea  9  
to 2007 has led Kinderman 2009 to the conclusion that the rise of CSR coincided with 

the liberalization, deregulation, privatization, and a fraying if not outright disintegration 

of the post- a  o p o ise a d o ga ized apitalis . 18 

 To sum up, the idea that private companies should engage in self-regulation in such 

areas as environmental protection or social standards is not really convincing. Too many 

problems are raised by this approach. It is therefore hard to see, how CSR-based self-

regulation could be a substitute for legal regulation based on general laws under the 

surveillance of an executive state body. 

                                                      
18 Similar conclusions are drawn by Kinderman 2011 f o  a  a al sis of the co-evolution of Corporate 

Social Responsibility and neo-liberalism in the UK . 
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